
How can we help you?
Canada's Original & Most Experienced 
Company Dedicated to Residential
Seismic Upgrades

The Only Retrofit Company Owned and 
Operated by a Professional Engineer

Guaranteed Quality and Expertise With 
In-House Professional Installation Crews

Ask Us About Our No-Interest 
Financing Plans

Our retrofit programs are Proven, Effective and 
Affordable. For as little as $3,600 we can make a 
world of difference.

Contact us today to book a home inspection or 
find us on the web to learn more!

250 590 8544 | www.quakesafe.ca

Homes built in Canada prior to 1980 are not bolted to their 
foundations.

“If you own a home anywhere west of the cascade 
mountains, bolt it to its foundation. The majority of private 
homes in the timber-rich Pacific Northwest are made of 
wood–and wooden homes, like trees themselves, are supple 
enough to withstand even powerful shaking. Those that are 
bolted to their foundations should fare very well in the 
Cascadia earthquake. Conversely, those that are not bolted 
down will jolt off their foundations and collapse, imperilling 
everything –and everyone–inside them.”

- Kathleen Schulz
  The New Yorker July 28, 2015

•

•

Did you know?

Keep up to date with earthquake 
safety tips and participate in 

contests for free stuff! QUAKESAFE.CA



Mike and his team were amazing! On time, on 
budget and great communication every step of 
the way. The QuakeSafe crew exceeded all 
expectations. They cleaned up so well after the 
job that you’d never know they were there! 

Retrofitting our home with QuakeSafe was the 
best investment we’ve ever made. I sleep so 
much better at night knowing that we’ve done 
everything we can to keep our family safe and 
make our house as earthquake ready as possi-
ble. Highly recommended.

- The Harper-Restoule family, Esquimalt 

Hey Mike! Your team is great. They are so friendly 
and professional. Brett was good at explaining 
everything.

- Jennifer, Vancouver, BC

We had also considered a construction contractor 
for the work.  However, that contractor lacked 
expertise in seismic retrofits and was extremely 
slow in answering questions and producing a 
plan…In contrast Mike Ursel has a lot of expertise 
and experience in seismic retrofits and is very 
responsive and informative. Having decided on 
QuakeSafe, we were pleased to discover that the 
two tradesmen were qualified carpenters with a 
lot of experience in building homes.

- Alan, Victoria, BC

I can recommend Mike and his crew without 
reservation!

- Mary, North Vancouver

Please thank Brett and Robert for me for work-
ing efficiently and thoroughly.  They were polite 
and diplomatic throughout the time they spent 
at our house.  We are very pleased with the 
results!

 - Rosa, Denman Island

Really very pleased with the result, thanks Mike! 
Happy to recommend QuakeSafe to anyone who 
is interested!

- Don, Saanich

Read more and watch “In Our Customers’ 
Words” videos on our website!
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